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Dark Sector Picture
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? 

Standard Model Dark Sector

Portal

•Anything neutral under Standard Model forces

- Typically quite weakly coupled


- Potentially hiding at mass scales we already consider “well 
explored” (e.g. lighter than proton)


- Good candidate for dark matter


EM•Strong•Weak
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Outline
✦Theoretical Ingredients


– Portals to a Dark Sector

– Thermal Dark Matter and other Milestones

– Navigating the dark sector landscape


✦Search Prospects at Existing Facilities

– Dark Matter and Millicharge Production

– Visible Decay searches for New Forces and 

Dark Sectors
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Dark Sector Picture
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DM?  
Other new 
particles?

Standard Model Dark Sector

Portal

• Interactions restricted by symmetries

- Lorentz, SM gauge, dark sector gauge (if any)


• Interactions involving many fields/derivatives are 
suppressed by energy scale at which they originate ➝ 
Simplest symmetry-allowed interactions prevail at low 
energy

EM•Strong•Weak



Vector Portal

Higgs portal1

Higgs portalsinglet

Neutrino Portal

Conserved currents

�h |h|2|⇥|2

The Portals
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Interactions with dimensionless 
couplings dominate at low energy
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Great working 
example: Compatible 
with cosmology in 
simple models, 
illustrative – focus here 
for most of my talk



How weakly Coupled?

A0 γ 

XA0 γ 

gSM ⇠ (10�6 � 10�2)e

• Some portal interactions 
are further suppressed by 
small Yukawas

Small couplings can motivate small masses, naturally  
(analogous to mproton, melectron ≪ mWeak in Standard Model)

Small couplings are generic if portal interactions generated 
radiatively



A Small Step:  
Hidden Sector DM 

Dark Matter interacts with us through new portal force

Stable:  Dark matter can be stabilized by new charge
Dark:  SM-neutral, interacts only through portal forces
Abundance:  Can arise from thermal freeze-out via 
portal force

W,Z

gD gSM

New force

WIMP Hidden DM
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Thermal Abundance Prediction

The WIMP-iest  
Hidden Sector Dark Matter

gD gSM

New force

DM abundance ⇒ predicted strength of 
interaction

Lighter DM ⟷ Weaker coupling
p-wave annihilation

s-wave annihilation

�10

X

X e–

e+

e– X
X

e–

Nucleus

beam production (RF6)

Low mass ⇒ annihilation lighter particles 
(e, in some models ν, γ)

⇒ Predicted rates for observables today

perturbative kinetic mixing 



A Modest Extension
Dark sector ⇒ other light states.  Multiple coupled 
Boltzmann equations can be relevant.  e.g.

Decays maintain equilibrium 
with SM (allows a range of 
weaker couplings)

+

Annihilation

DM⟷ɸ

Decay

ɸ⟷SM

Secluded DM Strongly Interacting DM
6
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FIG. 4: The hidden sector pion abundance in the m⇡ � ✏ plane. The contours correspond to regions where the ⇡ abundance
matches the observed dark matter energy density for m⇡/f⇡ = 3, ↵D = 10�2, mA0/m⇡ = 3, and various values of the mass ratio,
mV /m⇡. Multiple processes determine the dark matter abundance. For ✏ & 10�3, the abundance is governed by WIMP-like
annihilations into Standard Model particles, ⇡⇡ ! SM. For ✏ ⇠ 10�4 � 10�3, e�cient semi-annihilations, ⇡⇡ ! ⇡V , dictate
freeze-out. If ✏ . 10�5 � 10�4, the ability of semi-annihilations to reduce the ⇡ density becomes limited by the vector meson
decay rate, �(V ! SM) ⇠ ✏2. If ✏ . 10�6, then the relic abundance is determined by SIMP-like 3 ! 2 reactions. For simplicity,
we have assumed that the hidden and visible sector baths remain in kinetic equilibrium throughout freeze-out. This assumption
will be relaxed in Sec. IV. Although this is valid for ✏ & 10�6, we expect that kinetic decoupling will occur before dark matter
freeze-out for ✏ . 10�6. This case is analogous to models in which the abundance is governed by kinetic decoupling [39, 40].

may be constrained by CMB spectral distortions [42].
Thus, unless the abundance of the unstable component
is negligible, the CMB places an important constraint on
a wide swath of otherwise viable parameter space. We
emphasize that this is not a generic feature of strongly
interacting dark sectors since the HS pions can be made
absolutely stable, as discussed above.

Models where some of the pions are unstable may be
cosmologically viable, provided all unstable species are
heavier than the lightest stable pion and decay at tem-
peratures below the corresponding mass splitting. In this
case, 2 ! 2 scattering in the HS depletes the abundance
of the unstable pions before they decay. CMB constraints
on this possibility are discussed in Sec. IV I. The relevant
mass splittings can arise from chiral symmetry breaking
corrections from HS quark masses, through higher-order
operators in the chiral Lagrangian such as [31]

↵6,7 B
2

0

�
Tr Mq U

†
± h.c.

�2

, (11)

where B0 is a dimensionful constant related to the HS
quark condensate and defined in Eq. (A3). These opera-
tors, with coe�cients ↵6,7 ⇠ O(10�3), can lift the unsta-
ble pions to the degree needed for cosmology if the values
of ↵6,7 are chosen judiciously [31, 43]. However, obtaining
the cosmologically viable spectrum requires ↵7 > 0 (of
opposite sign from the expected ⌘

0-mixing contribution)
and is about 2� away from SM measurements [31]. It is

therefore unlikely (but not impossible) that this mecha-
nism operates in SM-like theories. It is nonetheless plau-
sible that this spectrum may be realized in less SM-like
hidden sectors without G-parity.

We now turn to the problem of DM freeze-out in the
early universe. The first examples of SIMPs were de-
signed to realize the 3 ! 2 annihilation mechanism [2].
This process arises from a dimension-9 operator in the
Wess-Zumino-Witten term. The corresponding rate in
the early universe is given by

�3!2 = (neq

⇡ )2 h�v
2
i /

e
�2x

x5
(m⇡/f⇡)10 m⇡ , (12)

where x ⌘ m⇡/TSM, TSM is the temperature of the SM
bath, and n

eq

⇡ is the equilibrium number density of ⇡.
Due to the strong exponential suppression in Eq. (12),
the correct relic abundance is obtained for large values of
m⇡/f⇡ close to the perturbativity bound, i.e., m⇡/f⇡ ⇠

4⇡ [3]. This observation, combined with the e↵ective field
theory expectation for vector meson masses [19–21],

mV ⇠ 4⇡ f⇡/

p
Nc , (13)

suggests that the vector mesons play an important role
in the DM cosmology. Indeed, the Wess-Zumino-Witten
term gives rise to the pion semi-annihilation (2 ! 1)
process, ⇡⇡ ! ⇡V , with V decaying to the SM. This of-

4 new domains where different 
reactions control abundance [ELDER 
not shown in plot]

DM=“pion” of confined dark sector.  

+ (not)forbidden, co-scattering, KINDER, … �11



Many Faces of Dark Sectors
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𝛘
𝛘

γ
π0,η0

p

p +…

People & facilities  
naturally organize  
by initial-state… 

Theories  
naturally organize  
by intermediate- 
state “portals”

Scientific impact 
closely aligned 
with whether  
final-state is SM, 
non-SM, or mixed

All three axes are important, both in 
mapping the physics and understanding 

detector design and capabilities.

x x

• e+e– collider/FT

•pp collider/FT

• e–N FT



Dark Sectors Are Everywhere
[table is assuredly incomplete]

I will try to give a sampling of the field, but can’t cover 
everything (biased towards e± beams).  



The Final-State Axis
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Dark Matter 
Production

Portal-Mediator  
Decays to SM

Structure of
the Dark Sector

Producing stable  
particles that could  
be (all or part of)  
the Dark Matter

Systematically 
explore the minimal 
couplings of SM to  
  dark sectors

There could be a  
rich sector of new  
physics under our 
noses

These 3 possibilities are well aligned with what makes  
dark sectors viscerally exciting!

𝛘
𝛘

γ
π0,η0

p

p +…

“Once you get in to  
the dark sector, what 
do you look for?”

non-SM SM mixed



Dark Matter Production
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Overviews of planned and proposed experiments can be 
found in 

US Cosmic Visions Dark Matter report (US-focused)

CERN Physics Beyond Colliders report (EU-focused) 

I will not try to be exhaustive but survey some 
of the broad ideas

https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.04591
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.09966


Dark Matter from Beam Dumps 
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4

lium target, and into a cooling air gap (which is inside
the neck of the aluminum horn). After leaving the horn
the protons enter the air-filled decay pipe, and finally
reach the beam dump located 50m downstream of the
target location, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Running in this
mode reduces the number of charged mesons that are
generated in the thin beryllium target.

Be

Target

EarthAir

Decay Pipe

Steel

Beam Dump MiniBooNE Detector

p
⇡0

V

�

�†

�
N

�
50m 4m 487m

FIG. 5. The production of dark matter in o↵-target run-
ning [19].

The charged mesons that are produced in a thin target
will escape and produce decay-in-flight neutrinos, while
within the beam dump, the charged mesons are absorbed
or decay-at-rest within a few radiation lengths, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6. This is in comparison with neutral

Thin
Target

Beam

⇡0
�

⇡0
�

⇡±
⌫

⇡± ⌫

Decay-in-flight due to
short life time

Decay-in-flight after
leaving target

Thick
Target

Beam

⇡0
�

⇡0
�

⇡±
⇡±

Decay-in-flight due to
short life time

Absorbed or decay-
at-rest) reduced neu-
trino flux

FIG. 6. (top) Production of dark matter and neutrino when
the beam hits a thin target. (bottom) The production of dark
matter and suppression of neutrino generation when the beam
hits a thick target.

mesons that will decay-in-flight due to their short life-
times. The neutral mesons could decay into a dark pho-
ton which would then decay into two dark matter par-
ticles, as shown schematically in Fig. 5. The horn was
turned o↵ during this run so no charged particles gen-
erated would be (de)focused. For the rest of this paper,

this mode of running will be denoted as o↵-target, since
the beryllium target and horn were not removed from the
beamline.
The decay pipe and beam dump are buried in crushed

aggregate. There is a metal end cap at the downstream
end of the decay pipe which prevents aggregate from en-
tering the pipe. The beam dump consists of 104 inches
of steel followed by 36 inches of concrete and another 26
inches of steel in the beam direction. A detailed study of
the neutrino flux coming from the BNB in on-target mode
seen in the MiniBooNE detector using theGEANT4 [32]
simulation package BooNEG4Beam can be found in
Ref. [33]. On-target running consisted of neutrino, and
anti-neutrino modes. The simulations were updated to
study the o↵-target beam configuration and are described
below.

A. Beam O↵-Target BNB Simulation

BooNEG4Beam was updated to include materials in
the beamline that would have changed the neutrino-mode
flux �⌫ by less than a percent but are important for the
o↵-target beam configuration. Fig. 7 shows a schematic
of the beamline geometry around the target, pointing out
the materials that were added. An aluminum window at

FIG. 7. The simulated geometry around the target. Those
listed with an asterisk were added for the o↵-target simula-
tion. The added materials change the neutrino-mode flux by
less than a percent.

the end of the horn and a steel end cap with a small gap
of air between the end of the beam pipe and the steel
beam dump were also added. Except for the windows
and the end cap, the other materials that were added
are hollow around the beam center, and do not add to
the primary meson production during on-target running.
The starting beam parameters for the o↵-target simu-
lations were chosen by in situ measurements from two

Produce dark 
matter in dump 

𝛘
𝛘

γ
π0,η0

p

p +…

Look for (relativistic)  
scatter in detector

𝛘𝛘

e– e–

Powerful constraints already from LSND, E137, MiniBooNE

arXiv:1807.06137

Similar approach for millicharges 
(softer recoil spectrum)

~MeV KE nucleons, ~GeV electrons



Experiment Design Factors
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Benefits from low energy 
thresholds for detection 
of recoiling nucleons 
and/or electrons

Timing: DM mass ➝ reduced 
velocity ➝ increased TOF 
(MiniBooNE, ~500 m baseline)

10–19

10–20

10–21

0 2 4 6 8 10
Electron recoil energy [GeV]

15

is the number of interactions predicted by BdNMC and
N⌫ (!) is the number of true interactions predicted by
NUANCE. Since N⌫ (!) comes from the true distribu-
tion, which contains no nuclear model nor final-state in-
teractions, the resulting reconstructed dark matter dis-
tribution contains the nuclear model and the model of
final-state interactions that are in NUANCE.

Figure 20 shows the number of events for � scatter-
ing in the detector as well as the mean reconstructed
observables for mV = 3m� and ✏4↵D = 1 ⇥ 10�13. At
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FIG. 20. (Top) The integral number of events that pass
NCE, NC⇡0, and ⌫-e selection cuts as a function of m�. Pre-
dictions for the total, 0⇡, 1⇡0, 1⇡± are given by solid, dashed-
dotted, dotted, and short-dashed lines respectively. The col-
ors of the lines correspond with the bottom figures. (Bot-
tom left) The mean Q

2

QE distribution for NCE selection cuts.
(Bottom middle) The mean p

0

⇡ distribution for NC⇡0 selec-
tion cuts. (Bottom right) The mean E

e
vis distribution for ⌫-e

selection cuts. All plots are functions of m� with mV = 3m�

and ✏
4
↵D = 1⇥ 10�13.

low masses the 1⇡ dominates over 0⇡ in overall rate for
nucleon interactions. The 1⇡ production dominate the
NCE distribution at higher Q2

QE . Because of the sep-
aration of where 1⇡ and 0⇡ production dominates the
NCE distribution, and the e�ciency of the NCE selec-
tion cuts, NCE provides significant constraint, along with
NC⇡0, on the lowmass region. Dark matter scattering
o↵ electrons is predicted to dominate the overall rate at
m� < 0.4GeV c�2.

Figure 21 compares the bunch-time distribution for
various combinations ofmV , m� to the neutrino distribu-
tion used for the candidate signal events that pass NCE
and NC⇡0 selection cuts. The neutrino distribution is the
predicted distribution for neutrino-mode running, while
the dark matter distributions are for o↵-target mode.
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FIG. 21. Comparison between signal interactions that pass
(a) NCE and (b) NC⇡0 cuts to di↵erent dark matter distri-
butions as a function of bunch time. The neutrino interactions
are for the neutrino mode while dark matter is for o↵-target
mode (see text).

The di↵erence between the neutrino distribution and that
of the lightest dark matter mass represents the di↵erence
between neutrino-mode and o↵-target running, which is
consistent with the average time di↵erence between the
dark matter and the neutrino to reach steel beam dump.
The sensitivity for heavier dark matter masses is im-
proved when using timing.

Using the results from BdNMC and the frequentist
confidence level method developed for the MiniBooNE
oscillation analysis [21], 90% confidence level limits were
calculated for di↵erent combinations of mV and m� as
a function of ✏4↵D . The frequentist approach used fake
data and various fits to fake data to generate the e↵ective
degrees of freedom given a predicted signal. Each com-
bination of mV and m� were treated independently, and
because only on-shell decay was considered (see Sec. II),
✏4↵D controls only the normalization of the predicted
dark matter signal. Figure 22 gives the 90% confidence
level limits on ✏4↵D as a function of mV and m� for both
the full nucleon and electron fits when including timing.
The best limit, in the tested parameter space, was set
at mV = 0.3MeV c�2, m� = 0.1MeV c�2 with ✏4↵D =
3.9⇥10�15 for the full nucleon fit andmV = 0.5MeV c�2,
m� = 0.2MeV c�2 with ✏4↵D = 1.3⇥ 10�19 for the elec-
tron fit.

Figure 23 compares the confidence level results in this
paper to the elastic-nucleon results [20] for the dark mat-
ter parameter slice mV = 3m� and ↵D = 0.5, where

Y = ✏2↵D (m�/mV )
4 is a dimensionless parameter that

controls the dark matter annihilation cross section and
in turn the thermal relic abundance. Also shown are the
confidence level limits when timing is not included. In-
cluding the 1⇡ � interaction channels improves the con-
fidence level from Ref. [20] at low masses while including
timing improves the confidence level limits at high masses
in ✏4↵D up to a factor of 1.5 for the full nucleon fit and 4.7
for the electron fit. For the variable Y this corresponds
to improvements in the confidence level limits by 1.2 and

Flux ~1/(baseline)2 

Benefits from highest possible luminosity!



DM production characterized by:

• Low ECal energy deposition

•No HCal energy deposition 

•Sizable electron pT

•Only one EM shower  
matched to track


•No additional ECal features
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3

II. VECTOR PORTAL LIGHT DARK MATTER

Hidden sectors with MeV–GeV light DM are a simple,
natural, and widely considered extension of the Standard
Model. Such sectors remain weakly constrained experi-
mentally, though they have been studied in many con-
texts – for example to address anomalies in dark mat-
ter direct and indirect detection [62–66], resolve puz-
zles in simulations of structure formation [67, 68], mod-
ify the number of relativistic species in the early uni-
verse [69, 70], explain the “cosmological coincidence”
between dark and visible energy-densities [17, 18], re-
solve the proton charge radius and other SM anomalies
[71–75], and explore novel hidden-sector phenomenology
[25, 64, 69, 76–97].

The elaborate parameter space for this large class of
theories motivates a simplified-model approach for char-
acterizing experimental bounds and projecting the sensi-
tivities of future searches. To be concrete, we consider a
simple dark sector consisting of a Dirac fermion DM par-
ticle � with unit charge under a spontaneously broken
abelian gauge group U(1)D. The most general renormal-
izable Lagrangian for this scenario contains

LD �
✏Y
2
F 0
µ⌫Bµ⌫ +

m2
A0

2
A0

µA
0µ + �̄(i 6D �m�)�, (2)

where A0 is the U(1)D gauge boson, F 0
µ⌫ = @[µ,A

0
⌫]

and Bµ⌫ = @[µ,B⌫] are the dark and hypercharge field
strength tensors, and m�,A0 are the appropriate dark
sector masses. The covariant derivative Dµ ⌘ @µ +
igDA0

µ contains the coupling constant gD, and we define
↵D ⌘ g2D/4⇡ in analogy with electromagnetism. The A0-
hypercharge kinetic mixing parameter ✏Y is expected to
be small (✏ ⌧ 1) because it most-naturally arises at loop
level if any particles in nature carry charges under both
U(1)Y and U(1)D.

After electroweak symmetry breaking, the hypercharge
field is Bµ = cos ✓WAµ � sin ✓WZµ in the mass eigenba-
sis, so the kinetic mixing between dark and visible pho-
tons becomes ✏

2F
0
µ⌫Fµ⌫ , where ✏ ⌘ ✏Y cos ✓W and ✓W

is the weak mixing angle. Diagonalizing the A,A0 field
strengths, thus, gives all charged SM particles U(1)D mil-
licharges proportional to ✏e; any photon in a QED Feyn-
man diagram can be replaced with an A0, with its cou-
pling to SM states rescaled by ✏. This simplified model
serves as a useful avatar for a generic dark sector be-
cause its parameter space can easily be reinterpreted to
constrain many other, more elaborate scenarios.

Beyond its role as a convenient parametrization for
more general sectors, this scenario is also a self-contained,
renormalizable theory of dark matter. If the DM is
particle-antiparticle symmetric and mA0 > m�, the relic
density is set by ��̄ annihilation to SM final states, which
yields the observed abundance for
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FIG. 3: Radiative production of an A0 in a coherent electron-
nucleus collision followed by a prompt decay to dark sector
invisible states A0 ! �̄�. Production of �̄� can also proceed
through an o↵-shell A0 with an extra surpression of ↵D/⇡.

The mass hierarchy mA0 > m� and resulting dominant
��̄ ! e+e� annihilation channel allow this scenario to
remain compatible with CMB constraints (see below)1.
Larger values of ✏ yield ⌦� < ⌦DM , so � can still be a
subdominant fraction of the dark sector, but smaller val-
ues overclose the universe if � was ever in thermal equi-
librium with the visible sector, so this places a generic
constraint on the parameter space. Indeed, even if the
initial � population is matter-asymmetric, the annihila-
tion rate must still exceed the thermal-relic value to erase
the matter-symmetric ��̄ population. The lowest black
curve in Fig. 6 is the region for which which a thermal
relic � constitutes all of the dark matter for mA0 = 3m�

and ↵D = 1. For lower ↵D or a greater mA0/m� ra-
tio, the relic density curve moves upward on the plot, so
experimentally probing down to this diagonal su�ces to
cover the entire parameter space for which the DM-SM
coupling is appreciable enough to keep the � relic density
below ⌦DM . The condition for � to thermalize with the
radiation in the early universe is,

✏2 ⇠
T 2H(T )

↵↵Dne(T )

����
T=2m�

⇠
> 2.1 ⇥ 10�17

⇣ m�

10 MeV

⌘✓ 0.1

↵D

◆
, (4)

assuming mA0 ⇠ m�. The parameter space along the
relic density curve in Fig. 6 (black, solid) trivially satis-
fies this requirement over the full MeV-GeV range, so �
will have a thermal abundance in the early universe, and
the only viable parameter space is above the relic density
curve.

Beam-Dump Constraints

The parameter space for an invisibly decaying A0 in the
MeV-GeV mass range is constrained by various electron
and proton beam dump experiments. The strongest con-
straint over most of this range comes from the LSND

1
If mA0 < m�, the dominant annihilation channel is �̄� ! A0A0

,

which is not suppressed by ✏, is more readily constrained by late

time CMB measurements, and easily leads to thermal underpro-

duction in the early universe unless ↵D ⌧ ↵. In this region of

parameter space, A0
decays visibly and doesn’t contribute to the

observables considered in this paper.
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Experiment Design Factors
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Only feasible with 1-to-few electrons at a time. 


Competitive sensitivity requires ≳1014 electrons


Rate limited by beam repetition rate and duty factor, as 
well as detector response time and radiation tolerance.



Impact of Beam Energy

�20

Generally, these 
experiments rely on dark-
photon bremsstrahlung

➝ yield improves 
modestly at high energies 

(at least in mass range 
where the experiments do 
well)


Interesting exception: 
Resonant positron 
annihilation on atomic 
electrons
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FIG. 3. Left: Continuous lines show exclusion limits at 90% CL for electron BDE and aBDE due to resonant and non-resonant
positron annihilation (only). Dashed lines show exclusion limits obtained by considering A0 � strahlung only. The combined
exclusion region is shown as filled area: light-gray indicates previous limits (including E137, BaBar [23] and LSND [24]);
dark-gray shows the e↵ect of including positron annihilation on existing limits. Di↵erent colors correspond to the di↵erent
experiments: E137 (blue), BDX (magenta), NA64 (yellow), and LDMX (brown). Limits are given for the parameter y ⌘
↵D"2

⇣
m�

mA0

⌘4
as a function of m�. The prescription ↵D = 0.5, mA0 = 3m� is adopted when applicable. Right: The same

as in the Left plot but for possible positron-beam BDE and aBDE. Exclusion limits are derived assuming the same (positron)
charge and experimental e�ciency quoted for the corresponding e�-beam setup.

ing in e
+

e
� pairs, requiring a deposited energy in the

calorimeter larger than 1 GeV with a track pointing to
the beam-dump production vertex. The absence of any
signal above threshold, satisfying a tight directionality
cut (✓track < 30 mrad), provided stringent limits on ax-
ions/photinos. Negative results were used in [25] to pro-
vide the most stringent limits in LDM parameters space
in the mass range 1 MeV/c2 < m� < 100 MeV/c2.

BDX is a BDE planned at JLab that will improve
the E137 sensitivity by using the high intensity CEBAF
beam [26], running for ⇠1 year with currents up to 60
µA, and positioning the detector closer to the dump.
The main parameters of the experiments are reported in
Tab. I. The detector consists of a ' 0.5 m3 EM calorime-
ter made by CsI(Tl) scintillating crystals, surrounded by
two active veto layers made by plastic scintillator for cos-
mic backgrounds rejection. The average signal e�ciency
is ⇠ 15%. The experiment sensitivity is ultimately lim-
ited by the irreducible neutrino background, expected to
be at level of O(few) events for 1022 electrons on target
(EOT). In case of a negative result, BDX is expected to
improve the E137 exclusion limit by one or two order of
magnitudes, depending on the � mass.

The NA64 experiment is an aBDE making use of the
100 GeV secondary electron beam at SPS-CERN. The
detector consists of an upstream magnetic spectrometer
(tracker + bending magnet), followed by an active tar-
get, a Shashlik-type EM calorimeter made of lead and

plastic-scintillator plates. A signal event is defined as an
upstream reconstructed track with less than 50 GeV en-
ergy deposited in the EM calorimeter, and no activity in
the surrounding veto system or in the hadron-calorimeter
installed downstream. The corresponding detection e�-
ciency, slightly dependent on mA0 , is about 50%. NA64
accumulated so far 4.3 · 1010 EOT, with no events mea-
sured in the signal-search window, and an expected back-
ground contribution of 0.12 events. The 90% CL exclu-
sion limit extracted from the measurement spans from
" ' 2 · 10�5 at mA0 = 1 MeV/c2 to " ' 3.6 · 10�2 at
mA0 = 1 GeV/c2.

LDMX is a missing momentum experiment proposed
at SLAC that will use the LCLS-II 4 GeV e

� beam [27].
The detector is made by a silicon tracker surrounding
a 10% X0 Tungsten thin-target to measure each incom-
ing and outgoing electrons individually; a fast and highly
hermetic Si-W sampling EM calorimeter, and a hadron-
calorimeter used to identify and reject penetrating par-
ticles. In the first phase, LDMX plans to collect ' 1014

EOT, with an expected sensitivity for a zero background
measurement that spans from " ' 1.2 · 10�6 at mA0 = 1
MeV/c2 to " ' 7 · 10�3 at mA0 = 1 GeV/c2. Although
LDMX is designed for missing-momentum searches us-
ing tracker and the EM calorimeter information, it can
also acts as aBDE using the EM calorimeter as an active
target with a corresponding energy cut of 1.2 GeV.

The new exclusion limits at 90% C.L. obtained consid-

Potentially very well-
suited to ILC?
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FIG. 1. Three di↵erent A0 production modes in fixed target
lepton beam experiments: (a) A0-strahlung in e�/e+-nucleon
scattering; (b) A0-strahlung in e+e� annihilation; (c) resonant
A0 production in e+e� annihilation.

to the � � e scatterings in the detector) was computed
as:

N
s
��e = N�� neLdet �

⇤
�e"s , (3)

where N�� is the total number of LDM particles (�+�)
propagating from the beam-dump and impinging on the
detector, Ldet and ne (NAv/A ⇢Z) are the detector length
and the electron density, respectively, "s is the average
signal detection e�ciency, and �

⇤
�e is the total �� e scat-

tering cross-section integrated over recoil electron ener-
gies larger than the detection threshold Ethr. N�� was
computed by projecting the � angular distribution in the
dump to the detector front-face plane and measuring the
fraction of crossing particles. To evaluate �

⇤
�e and to

determine the energy and angular spectrum of recoiling
electrons, we used the di↵erential cross-section reported
in Ref. [7]:

d��e

dER
= 4⇡↵↵D"

2
me

4mem
2
�ER +

⇥
m

2
� +me(E � ER)

⇤2

(m2
A0 + 2meER)2(m2

� + 2meE)2
,

(4)
where E and ER are, the � and the scattered e

� energies,
respectively, and ↵D = g

2
D/4⇡.

For aBDE, instead, we computed the number of signal
events as the number of A0 with energy higher than the
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FIG. 2. Di↵erential track-length distribution as a function
of x = E/E0 for positrons produced in a thick target by an
impinging e+/e� beam, normalized to the radiation length
X0.

TABLE I. Main parameters of the E137 and BDX beam-dump
experiments.

E137-I E137-II BDX
Beam energy 20 GeV 20 GeV 11 GeV
Electrons on target ' 6.2 · 1019 ' 1.2 · 1020 1022

Target-detector distance 383 m 383 m 25 m
Front-face size 2x3 m2 3x3 m2 50x40 cm2

Detector-length Ldet 49.5 cm 13.8 cm 300 cm
Electrons number density ne 7.4·1023 cm�3 1.5·1024 cm�3 1.1·1024 cm�3

Detection threshold ' 1 GeV ' 1 GeV ' 500 MeV

detector missing-energy cut ECUT
miss :

N
s
A0 = "s

Z E0

ECUT
miss

NA0(E)dE . (5)

The detection e�ciency "s of each experiment we con-
sidered was determined by applying the same selection
cuts used in the original analyses. Further details are
given in the following.
E137 is a BDE that ran at SLAC in 1980-1982, search-

ing for long-lived neutral objects which might be pro-
duced in the electromagnetic shower initiated by 20 GeV
electrons in the SLAC Beam Dump East. The main pa-
rameters of the experiment are summarized in Tab. I.
The detector was an 8-radiation length electromagnetic
calorimeter made by a sandwich of a 1 cm plastic scin-
tillator paddles and 1 X0 iron (or aluminum) convert-
ers. To satisfy the trigger condition, � particles should
have scattered in the first 5 layers. A total charge of
⇠ 30 C was dumped during the live-time of the exper-
iment in two slightly di↵erent experimental setups, de-
noted as “E137-I” and “E137-II” (see Tab. I). The origi-
nal data analysis searched for axion-like particles decay-
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FIG. 5: The signal e�ciency as a function of the dark photon
mass (mA0) for prompt µ+ ! e+⌫e⌫̄µA

0, A0 ! e+e� decays.

10�4 is the photon conversion probability in the target.
Derivations of Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) are shown in Ap-
pendix A. Inserting the numbers, we find that the ex-
pected number of accidental background events over the
lifetime of the experiment (before correcting for the ef-
ficiency) are given by, roughly, N3M ⇠ 15, 000 (60,000),
N2M� ⇠ 30,000 (6 ⇥ 106), and N2Me ⇠ 75,000 (2 ⇥ 107)
for phase I (II). We use these numbers to normalize each
accidental background component. We note that we will
not consider the 2MBhabha background, as it is challeng-
ing to simulate reliably. More study is needed by the
Mu3e Collaboration to determine its size, but prelimi-
nary estimates2 suggest that in the 10 MeV to 80 MeV
mass range, this background should be at most compa-
rable, but more likely subdominant, to the irreducible
backgrounds.

The e+e� invariant mass distribution of the most im-
portant irreducible and accidental backgrounds, after ap-
plying all selection criteria, is shown in Fig. 4, assuming
a total number of 1015 (top plot) and 5.5⇥ 1016 (bottom
plot) muon decays for the two phases of Mu3e, respec-
tively. Both combinations per muon candidate are con-
sidered and included in the corresponding histograms.
The signal reconstruction e�ciency is shown in Fig. 5
and varies between 7% and 41%, depending on the dark
photon mass.

As expected, the distribution peaks towards low val-
ues of me+e� . The spectrum is dominated by µ+

!

e+⌫e⌫̄µe+e� events (red line in Fig. 4) with an additional
contribution from µ+

! e+⌫e⌫̄µ� with the conversion
� ! e+e� in the target material (black line). The acci-
dental backgrounds (green line) are subdominant, except
for me+e� & 80 MeV, where they become comparable to
the irreducible contribution. However, as we will discuss

2 We thank André Schöning for valuable discussions of this back-
ground.
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FIG. 6: Fit to the e+e� invariant mass distribution for a dark
photon mass hypothesis of 40MeV. The blue line shows the
expected background. The signal probability density func-
tion, as obtained from a fit to the signal Monte Carlo sample,
is shown as the red line in the insert.

below, this region is already well explored by existing ex-
periments. Therefore, even if our accidental background
estimate is o↵ by a factor of a few, it will have little im-
pact on the the dark-photon parameter region probed by
Mu3e that is currently unexplored (mA0 . 70 MeV).

A dark photon signal would appear as a narrow peak
over the smooth background distribution. The signal res-
olution is determined by fitting the corresponding mass
spectrum with a sum of three Gaussians. The central
mass resolution is at the level of 0.2 � 0.3 MeV, almost
independent of mA0 . We checked that these results are
similar to the expected performance of the Mu3e detec-
tor [53].

We estimate the signal sensitivity by fitting a sig-
nal component on top of the expected background in
the range 10 MeV < mA0 < 80 MeV. Each fit is per-
formed over an interval of ±5 MeV around the nominal
dark photon mass.. An example of a fit is displayed in
Fig. 6. We extract a 95% confidence level (CL) limit on
the number of signal events, and derive a bound on the
µ+

! e+⌫e⌫̄µA0, A0
! e+e� branching fraction by di-

viding by the signal e�ciency and the number of muon
decays. These results are translated into limits on the
kinetic mixing parameter, ✏, and shown as a blue (red)
solid line for Mu3e’s phase I (II) in Fig. 7, together with
existing constraints and prospects for upcoming experi-
ments.

A substantial fraction of open parameter space in the
low mA0 region can be explored, complementing or over-
lapping the reach of currently planned experiments, in-
cluding APEX [28, 36], HPS [47], DarkLight [27, 43], and
an experiment at the SPS [46] (the latter is not shown).
As mentioned in the introduction, if U(1)Y is embed-
ded in a GUT, the mixing that is generated by a one-
(two-)loop interaction naturally gives ✏2 ⇠ 10�6

� 10�2

(⇠ 10�10
� 10�6). Mu3e has the opportunity to explore
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Two HPS searches:  Bump-hunt and Vertexing
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Figure 6. As in the right panel of Fig. 5, the projected sen-
sitivity of SeaQuest to displaced decays of dark photons at
Phase I (solid purple) and Phase II (dashed purple) for the
fiducial decay regions of 5 m � 6 m and 5 m � 12 m, respec-
tively, compared to existing constraints (solid gray) [1, 2].
Also shown are the projected reach of the HPS (green) and
Mu3e, MMAPS, and Belle-II experiments (pink) [1, 2, 47], a
beam dump run of NA62 (cyan) [45], and futuristic searches at
LHCb (brown) [48, 49] and the proposed experiments FASER
(blue) [14] and SHiP (red) [13].

↵D ⌘ e
2
D/4⇡ and eD is the U(1)D gauge coupling. In

this case, a plethora of di↵erent signatures is accessible at
SeaQuest and other fixed-target experiments. For exam-
ple, if the lighter species is stable on collider timescales,
invisible A

0 decays can be searched for at low-energy
missing energy and momentum experiments [1, 2]. Less
minimal models involving additional particles in the dark
sector often predict longer decay chains, and A

0 produc-
tion leads to several visible and invisible particles in the
final state [50]. Such a study of SeaQuest within the con-
text of strongly interacting DM has recently appeared in
Ref. [51]. In this section, we investigate similar types of
experimental signatures in models of inelastic DM (see
Refs. [52, 53] for recent studies of similar phenomenol-
ogy).

A. Model

Models of inelastic DM (iDM) were first proposed
as a viable explanation to the longstanding DAMA
anomaly [54] and have continued relevance in a broader
parameter space independent of this anomaly. The es-
sential physics of iDM is that in some models (such as
DM interacting through a massive vector mediator) it
is generic for DM to (1) have two nearly (but not ex-
actly) degenerate mass states, and (2) interact primar-

ily through mass-o↵-diagonal couplings. In this section,
we discuss not the DAMA-motivated parameter space of
iDM but the generic physics described above, which is
an attractive framework for GeV-scale thermal DM. It
is well-known that thermal DM lighter than ⇠ 10 GeV
must have suppressed annihilations at late times in or-
der to alleviate strong bounds from measurements of the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) [55]. This is ac-
complished within models of iDM since freeze-out dom-
inantly occurs through coannihilations of the DM with
its slightly heavier counterpart, whose population is suf-
ficiently depleted at the time of recombination. As a
result, late-time annihilations are suppressed below de-
tectable levels. Furthermore, since iDM naturally has
suppressed scattering rates in underground direct detec-
tion experiments,2 dedicated searches at low-energy ac-
celerators constitute a prime avenue towards the detec-
tion of light DM in this class of models.
We focus on the particular implementation of iDM

involving a single Dirac pair of two-component Weyl
spinors, ⌘ and ⇠, oppositely charged under the broken
U(1)D symmetry. Similar to Sec. IV, we assume that the
dark photon associated with U(1)D, A0, kinetically mixes
with SM hypercharge (see Eq. (4)). In addition to the
Dirac mass, mD, allowed by all symmetries of the model,
it is also natural to include U(1)D-breaking Majorana
mass terms, �⌘,⇠, for each Weyl component. These are
naturally generated by the same U(1)D-breaking spurion
that is responsible for generating the A

0 mass (such as
a dark Higgs). We therefore take as our simplified La-
grangian,

� L � mD ⌘ ⇠ +
1

2
�⌘ ⌘

2 +
1

2
�⇠ ⇠

2 + h.c. (24)

Since �⌘,⇠ explicitly breaks U(1)D, it is technically nat-
ural to take �⌘,⇠ ⌧ mD. Hereafter, we will adopt this
limit, in which case the spectrum consists of a pseudo-
Dirac pair of nearly degenerate Majorana fermions that
couple o↵-diagonally (inelastically) to the A

0.
In the physical mass basis, the eigenvectors, denoted

by �1 and �2, have a mass given by

m1,2 ' mD ⌥
1

2
(�⌘ + �⇠) , (25)

where

�1 ' i(⌘ � ⇠)/
p
2

�2 ' (⌘ + ⇠)/
p
2 . (26)

The lightest state, �1, is cosmologically stable and can
constitute a DM candidate. The hierarchy �⌘,⇠ ⌧ mD

translates into a small fractional mass splitting,

� ⌘
m2 �m1

m1
'

�⌘ + �⇠

mD
⌧ 1 . (27)

2 See, however, Ref. [56] for novel venues to test iDM at direct
detection experiments.
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Figure 1. Layout of the SeaQuest spectrometer in its current form (adapted from Ref. [16]).

II. THE SEAQUEST EXPERIMENT

The SeaQuest spectrometer is currently operating at
Fermilab with access to the 120 GeV main injector proton
beam [17]. It is designed to study the sea quark content
of the proton by measuring Drell-Yan dimuon production
from the collision of protons with various nuclear and
polarized targets. Recently, the experiment has seen the
installation of a displaced vertex trigger [18–20], allowing
the detection of muons originating from the decays of
exotic long-lived and low-mass particles.

A schematic layout of the SeaQuest detector is shown
in Fig. 1. The detector extends up to ⇠ 25 m in length
and is comprised of a series of tracking/triggering and
muon-identification stations. A 5 m long magnetized iron
block (“FMAG”) is placed . 1 m downstream from a
thin nuclear target.1 This serves as a focusing magnet
and a beam dump for the relatively unattenuated pro-
ton beam. Its magnetic field imparts a kick of �pT '

2.9 GeV and e↵ectively sweeps away soft SM radiation,
aside from, e.g., high-energy neutrinos, muons, and neu-
tral mesons. An additional 3 m long open-aperture mag-
net (“KMAG”) is placed between the first two track-
ing stations and imparts a transverse momentum kick
of �pT ' 0.4 GeV in order to facilitate accurate mo-
mentum reconstruction.

SeaQuest o↵ers a unique combination of advantages
compared to previous and existing high-intensity experi-
ments. For instance, compared to electron beam dumps,
SeaQuest benefits from large particle production rates.
Compared to previous proton beam dumps, SeaQuest
operates at a higher energy than LSND [21] (⇠ 120 GeV
vs. ⇠ 0.8 GeV) and is sensitive to shorter decay lengths
than CHARM [22] (⇠ 1 m vs. ⇠ 100 m). Other high-
intensity proton beam experiments are expected to ac-
quire data in the near and more distant future. For in-
stance, NA62 [15] and the proposed SHiP experiment at

1 A 25 cm hole along the beam line is drilled into the front of
FMAG, in order to spatially separate events originating from
the nuclear target and the dump, without increasing single muon
rates from the decay of charged pions in flight.

CERN [13] will have access to the 400 GeV SPS beam.
However, these instruments will have a longer decay vol-
ume, thicker shielding, and a complementary sensitivity
to longer lifetimes (see Table I below). As we explore in
this work, SeaQuest can potentially probe large regions of
motivated and currently unexplored model space in the
near future with minor upgrades to the existing spec-
trometer.

A parasitic run at SeaQuest using the displaced vertex
trigger recently acquired ⇠ 3 ⇥ 1016 protons on target
(POT) of data in the search for long-lived particles [23].
The signal is a muon pair that is significantly displaced
from the front of FMAG. An additional run utilizing the
displaced muon trigger is expected to begin at the end
of 2018 and will acquire ⇠ 1.44⇥ 1018 POT in two years
of parasitic data taking, equivalent to ⇠ 35 ab�1 of in-
tegrated luminosity [24]. We will denote this luminosity
phase as “Phase I.” As another benchmark luminosity, we
also outline the SeaQuest reach with 1020 POT (“Phase
II”), a dataset similar to that of MiniBooNE [25] and
the proposed SHiP experiment, which could be collected
in the coming years as a result of the Fermilab Proton
Improvement Plan [26].

At SeaQuest, there are plans to install a refurbished
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) from the PHENIX
detector at Brookhaven National Laboratory within the
next year [18, 19, 23]. This upgrade would allow
SeaQuest to measure energetic electrons, enlarging the
discovery potential for long-lived particles below the
dimuon threshold. In this study, we discuss the physics
goals that could be achieved after the proposed ECAL
upgrade. The optimal location for the calorimeter within
the spectrometer is uncertain, as is the specific form of
the displaced electron trigger. For concreteness, we as-
sume that the ECAL is installed between tracking sta-
tions 3 and 4, i.e., in place of the hadron absorber wall,
as shown in Fig. 1. In this case, tracking in station 4 can
be utilized for additional particle identification by func-
tioning as a muon veto. As noted in Ref. [16], it might
be necessary to add an additional small magnet after
FMAG in order to properly separate electron pairs. In
the remainder of this work, we assume that the electrons
are adequately separated and that SeaQuest’s vertexing

SeaQuest➝DarkQuest

ECal goes  
here 

1018–20 protons at 120 GeV 

Berlin, Gori, Schuster, NT 1804.00661

building on Gardner, Holt, Tadepalli 1509.00050

Further instrumentation 
upgrades possible. 
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Figure 6. As in the right panel of Fig. 5, the projected sen-
sitivity of SeaQuest to displaced decays of dark photons at
Phase I (solid purple) and Phase II (dashed purple) for the
fiducial decay regions of 5 m � 6 m and 5 m � 12 m, respec-
tively, compared to existing constraints (solid gray) [1, 2].
Also shown are the projected reach of the HPS (green) and
Mu3e, MMAPS, and Belle-II experiments (pink) [1, 2, 47], a
beam dump run of NA62 (cyan) [45], and futuristic searches at
LHCb (brown) [48, 49] and the proposed experiments FASER
(blue) [14] and SHiP (red) [13].

↵D ⌘ e
2
D/4⇡ and eD is the U(1)D gauge coupling. In

this case, a plethora of di↵erent signatures is accessible at
SeaQuest and other fixed-target experiments. For exam-
ple, if the lighter species is stable on collider timescales,
invisible A

0 decays can be searched for at low-energy
missing energy and momentum experiments [1, 2]. Less
minimal models involving additional particles in the dark
sector often predict longer decay chains, and A

0 produc-
tion leads to several visible and invisible particles in the
final state [50]. Such a study of SeaQuest within the con-
text of strongly interacting DM has recently appeared in
Ref. [51]. In this section, we investigate similar types of
experimental signatures in models of inelastic DM (see
Refs. [52, 53] for recent studies of similar phenomenol-
ogy).

A. Model

Models of inelastic DM (iDM) were first proposed
as a viable explanation to the longstanding DAMA
anomaly [54] and have continued relevance in a broader
parameter space independent of this anomaly. The es-
sential physics of iDM is that in some models (such as
DM interacting through a massive vector mediator) it
is generic for DM to (1) have two nearly (but not ex-
actly) degenerate mass states, and (2) interact primar-

ily through mass-o↵-diagonal couplings. In this section,
we discuss not the DAMA-motivated parameter space of
iDM but the generic physics described above, which is
an attractive framework for GeV-scale thermal DM. It
is well-known that thermal DM lighter than ⇠ 10 GeV
must have suppressed annihilations at late times in or-
der to alleviate strong bounds from measurements of the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) [55]. This is ac-
complished within models of iDM since freeze-out dom-
inantly occurs through coannihilations of the DM with
its slightly heavier counterpart, whose population is suf-
ficiently depleted at the time of recombination. As a
result, late-time annihilations are suppressed below de-
tectable levels. Furthermore, since iDM naturally has
suppressed scattering rates in underground direct detec-
tion experiments,2 dedicated searches at low-energy ac-
celerators constitute a prime avenue towards the detec-
tion of light DM in this class of models.
We focus on the particular implementation of iDM

involving a single Dirac pair of two-component Weyl
spinors, ⌘ and ⇠, oppositely charged under the broken
U(1)D symmetry. Similar to Sec. IV, we assume that the
dark photon associated with U(1)D, A0, kinetically mixes
with SM hypercharge (see Eq. (4)). In addition to the
Dirac mass, mD, allowed by all symmetries of the model,
it is also natural to include U(1)D-breaking Majorana
mass terms, �⌘,⇠, for each Weyl component. These are
naturally generated by the same U(1)D-breaking spurion
that is responsible for generating the A

0 mass (such as
a dark Higgs). We therefore take as our simplified La-
grangian,

� L � mD ⌘ ⇠ +
1

2
�⌘ ⌘

2 +
1

2
�⇠ ⇠

2 + h.c. (24)

Since �⌘,⇠ explicitly breaks U(1)D, it is technically nat-
ural to take �⌘,⇠ ⌧ mD. Hereafter, we will adopt this
limit, in which case the spectrum consists of a pseudo-
Dirac pair of nearly degenerate Majorana fermions that
couple o↵-diagonally (inelastically) to the A

0.
In the physical mass basis, the eigenvectors, denoted

by �1 and �2, have a mass given by

m1,2 ' mD ⌥
1

2
(�⌘ + �⇠) , (25)

where

�1 ' i(⌘ � ⇠)/
p
2

�2 ' (⌘ + ⇠)/
p
2 . (26)

The lightest state, �1, is cosmologically stable and can
constitute a DM candidate. The hierarchy �⌘,⇠ ⌧ mD

translates into a small fractional mass splitting,

� ⌘
m2 �m1

m1
'

�⌘ + �⇠

mD
⌧ 1 . (27)

2 See, however, Ref. [56] for novel venues to test iDM at direct
detection experiments.
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Figure 1. Layout of the SeaQuest spectrometer in its current form (adapted from Ref. [16]).

II. THE SEAQUEST EXPERIMENT

The SeaQuest spectrometer is currently operating at
Fermilab with access to the 120 GeV main injector proton
beam [17]. It is designed to study the sea quark content
of the proton by measuring Drell-Yan dimuon production
from the collision of protons with various nuclear and
polarized targets. Recently, the experiment has seen the
installation of a displaced vertex trigger [18–20], allowing
the detection of muons originating from the decays of
exotic long-lived and low-mass particles.

A schematic layout of the SeaQuest detector is shown
in Fig. 1. The detector extends up to ⇠ 25 m in length
and is comprised of a series of tracking/triggering and
muon-identification stations. A 5 m long magnetized iron
block (“FMAG”) is placed . 1 m downstream from a
thin nuclear target.1 This serves as a focusing magnet
and a beam dump for the relatively unattenuated pro-
ton beam. Its magnetic field imparts a kick of �pT '

2.9 GeV and e↵ectively sweeps away soft SM radiation,
aside from, e.g., high-energy neutrinos, muons, and neu-
tral mesons. An additional 3 m long open-aperture mag-
net (“KMAG”) is placed between the first two track-
ing stations and imparts a transverse momentum kick
of �pT ' 0.4 GeV in order to facilitate accurate mo-
mentum reconstruction.

SeaQuest o↵ers a unique combination of advantages
compared to previous and existing high-intensity experi-
ments. For instance, compared to electron beam dumps,
SeaQuest benefits from large particle production rates.
Compared to previous proton beam dumps, SeaQuest
operates at a higher energy than LSND [21] (⇠ 120 GeV
vs. ⇠ 0.8 GeV) and is sensitive to shorter decay lengths
than CHARM [22] (⇠ 1 m vs. ⇠ 100 m). Other high-
intensity proton beam experiments are expected to ac-
quire data in the near and more distant future. For in-
stance, NA62 [15] and the proposed SHiP experiment at

1 A 25 cm hole along the beam line is drilled into the front of
FMAG, in order to spatially separate events originating from
the nuclear target and the dump, without increasing single muon
rates from the decay of charged pions in flight.

CERN [13] will have access to the 400 GeV SPS beam.
However, these instruments will have a longer decay vol-
ume, thicker shielding, and a complementary sensitivity
to longer lifetimes (see Table I below). As we explore in
this work, SeaQuest can potentially probe large regions of
motivated and currently unexplored model space in the
near future with minor upgrades to the existing spec-
trometer.

A parasitic run at SeaQuest using the displaced vertex
trigger recently acquired ⇠ 3 ⇥ 1016 protons on target
(POT) of data in the search for long-lived particles [23].
The signal is a muon pair that is significantly displaced
from the front of FMAG. An additional run utilizing the
displaced muon trigger is expected to begin at the end
of 2018 and will acquire ⇠ 1.44⇥ 1018 POT in two years
of parasitic data taking, equivalent to ⇠ 35 ab�1 of in-
tegrated luminosity [24]. We will denote this luminosity
phase as “Phase I.” As another benchmark luminosity, we
also outline the SeaQuest reach with 1020 POT (“Phase
II”), a dataset similar to that of MiniBooNE [25] and
the proposed SHiP experiment, which could be collected
in the coming years as a result of the Fermilab Proton
Improvement Plan [26].

At SeaQuest, there are plans to install a refurbished
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) from the PHENIX
detector at Brookhaven National Laboratory within the
next year [18, 19, 23]. This upgrade would allow
SeaQuest to measure energetic electrons, enlarging the
discovery potential for long-lived particles below the
dimuon threshold. In this study, we discuss the physics
goals that could be achieved after the proposed ECAL
upgrade. The optimal location for the calorimeter within
the spectrometer is uncertain, as is the specific form of
the displaced electron trigger. For concreteness, we as-
sume that the ECAL is installed between tracking sta-
tions 3 and 4, i.e., in place of the hadron absorber wall,
as shown in Fig. 1. In this case, tracking in station 4 can
be utilized for additional particle identification by func-
tioning as a muon veto. As noted in Ref. [16], it might
be necessary to add an additional small magnet after
FMAG in order to properly separate electron pairs. In
the remainder of this work, we assume that the electrons
are adequately separated and that SeaQuest’s vertexing

SeaQuest➝DarkQuest

ECal goes  
here 

1018–20 protons at 120 GeV 

Berlin, Gori, Schuster, NT 1804.00661

building on Gardner, Holt, Tadepalli 1509.00050

Boost from ~100 GeV beam turns 
μm-to-cm proper lifetimes into 
>meter-scale displaced decays

Further instrumentation 
upgrades possible. 
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Take advantage of boost and large interaction rates at LHC 

Also:

Millicharge detector proposals

GAZELLE proposal at Belle-II

Physics case less explored at high-energy e+e– machines
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Figure 28: BC4: prospects on 10-15 year timescale for PBC projects for the Dark Scalar
mixing with the Higgs in the plane mixing angle sin2 ◊ versus dark scalar mass mS.

Figure 29: BC5: prospects on 10-15 year timescale for PBC projects for the dark scalar
mixing with the Higgs in the plane mixing angle sin2 ◊ versus dark scalar mass mS under
the hypothesis that both parameters ⁄ and µ are di�erent from zero. The sensitivity curves
have been obtained assuming BR(h æ SS) = 10≠2. The NA62++ and KLEVER curves
correspond still to the case of ⁄ = 0, and, hence, should be considered conservative.
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Scalar PortalPhysics reach of PBC projects on 10-15 year timescale

On 10-15 year timescale many PBC projects can contribute to this benchmark case, as
shown in Figure 31: MATHUSLA200, FASER2, CODEX-b and SHiP. For MATHUSLA200
we show separately the contributions from heavy mesons and gauge bosons decays. The
SHiP sensitivity curve is obtained without (solid curve) and with (dashed curve) a particular
assumption for the contribution from Bc. This is because the ‡(Bc)/‡(B) fraction at the
SPS energies is not reliably known. We therefore show an upper sensitivity limit provided
by assuming the fraction measured at the LHC energy.

Also in this case the plot shows the 90% CL exclusion limits under the hypothesis of
zero background. This hypothesis is a strong assumption that has been properly validated
only by SHiP, so far, using a full GEANT4 simulation of the detector, including digitization
and reconstruction, and large samples of Monte Carlo data. The background evaluation for
MATHUSLA200, CODEX-b and FASER2 is still work in progress and will be carried on in
the coming years. Figure 31 shows also projections from the LBNE near detector as 5-year
sensitivity corresponding to an exposure of 5 ◊ 1021 protons on target for a detector length
of 30 m and assuming a normal hierarchy of neutrinos masses [288] and from FCC-ee with
1012 Z0 decays and HNLs decaying between 10-100 cm from the interaction vertex [289].

Figure 31: BC6: Sensitivity to Heavy Neutral Leptons with coupling to the first lepton
generation only. Current bounds (filled areas) and 10-15 years prospects for PBC projects
(SHiP, MATHUSLA200, CODEX-b and FASER2) (solid lines). Projections for a LBNE
near detector with 5 ◊ 1021 pot and from FCC-ee with 1012 Z0 decays are also shown.

9.3.2 Neutrino portal with muon-flavor dominance (BC7)

In this Section we consider the case in which HNLs couple only to second SM generation
and the sensitivity plots are shown in the plane {|Uµ|

2, mN }.
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Heavy Neutral Leptons

Probably favors proton 
beams, meson decays.

Maybe interesting at ILC?
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✦ Hidden sector science:

✦ Potential to discover new physics by studying 

familiar mass scales with unprecedented precision

✦ A strong candidate for the nature of dark matter


✦A world-wide program of (mostly small) experiments 
motivated by these possibilities, both in fixed-target 
experiments and at colliders


✦The combination of ~100 GeV beam energies with 
lepton beams has not yet been well explored


